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are of violating Nature's Laws so
that we can bring it to bear on the
consequences to our race, since
that is what this article is all about.
Modern man (and he is rapidly being aped by t h e more
backward mud races) lives an extremely unnatural life. He eats junk
foods, substances that have been
cooked, shredded, pulverized,
pasteurized, homogenized and
beaten to death to the point where
it would not and could not sustain
the life of an insect or a dog. White
bread is only one typical example
among thousands of other
beautifully packaged and displayed
plastic foods you can find on your
favorite supermarket shelf. But the

Expanding And Proliferating The Misery
By Ben Klassen, P. M.

For the White Race, in Pursuing the Christian Ethic, the Chickens are now Coming Home
to Roost.
The Church Of The Creator has repeatedly stated one
underlying premise as the basis of its entire creed and
philosophy: The Eternal Laws of Nature.
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Laws lies all the wisdom, logic and good sense by which we
can and must use as a guideline to leading full, productive,
creative lives. On the other hand, those who are too intransigent to heed Nature's Laws and are determined to flout
them, will pay the penalty. That penalty is sickness, misery
and death. This applies equally to (a)whether the individual
goes contrary to Nature in the treatment and/or abuse of his
ow body, or (b) whether a whole species, or a race, becomes
so perverted that it can no longer follow its natural instincts
and refuses to abide by Nature's Eternal Laws. Either way,
the penalty is extinction. Nature will not be mocked.
Of all the millions of different creatures that have inhabited the face of the earth over the several billions of years
that life has existed, undoubtedly, one species, the White Race
of the present era, is unique. Never has there been any
species, any creature, that has developed such a high level
of intelligence, such as an advanced civilization, such an intricate language and means of communication, such a high
state of technology, culture, music, literature, art, travel and
dozens of other astounding categories of civilization. Surely,
we are unique. We are Nature's Elite. We are the aristocrats
of her creation, the apple of her eye.
And yet, just maybe, we are both too smart and too dumb
for our own good. Perhaps Nature has also implanted in our
make-up the seeds of our own destruction, to extinction, to
oblivion, in the very, very near future, unless we alter course.
And nobody is working harder to help along the destruction
of the White Race than the White Race itself.
1 stated briefly that such flouting of Nature's Laws apply
equally to (a) the individual and (b) to a whole race.
Let us briefly review the unnatural life style pursued by
the average White individual, male or female, of today. I
review this briefly as an example of what the consequences
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Deliberately added to these foods
are all kinds of artificial chemicals
(all of which are poisonous and incompatible to the body system)
such as sugar, preservatives, artificial coloring, salts of dozens of
varieties, and thousands (yes
thousands!) of other artificial
chemical compounds that our
ancestors were never subjected to,
poisonous substances our systems
can't cope with.
Add to that such further irritants and poisons a s a polluted atmosphere; polluted rivers, lakes,
oceans and acid rain coming down
from above; bombarded by radiation from dozens of sources, and
finally our lazy, sedentary way of
life, including the deliberate poisoning by ingesting tobacco, alcohol
and other drugs in increasing
doses.
a t an alarIn short we are
mingly accelerating rate poisoning our bodies, our atmosphere,
our environment, our Planet Earth,
and above all, our precious gene
pool. And it is this latter that we of
the Church Of The Creator are particularly concerned about.
Now the questio~iis: How did
such an intelligent creature as
the White Race, Nature's Elite,
Nature's Finest, the aristocracy
of her creation, get into such
a hell of a mess?
It is a good question, and I
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believe I have the answer, or a t
least a plausible cause, one that we
can reverse and correct and again
set our path on the course of
redemption and resurrection.
Two thousand years ago the
Romans, a fine, handsome, virile
specimen of the White Race, were
on top of the world. The mud races
of the world were of no particular
consequence, except that they were
considered as booty of war, suitable
for slave labor. But certainly they
were no military threat, or any
other threat. And yet there were
dark clouds on the horizon. There
was one essential piece missing in
the ongoing puzzle. That ominous
portent was the fact that the slaves
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lt;ritory itself, while the elite Romans
and their seed were dying out.
What the Romans badly needed but did not have was a
racial religion.
Into this religious vacuum
crawled Nature's foremost parasite,
the wily and cunning Jew. He supplied the degenerate descendants of
the former slave population a pious
new religion that was commensurate with their mongrelized and
hybrid origin. The Jew introduced
this mixed bag of misfits to a
treacherous new religion, and they
went for the bait a s a cat goes for
catnip. They bought for themselves
Jewish Christianity, and then
spread the cancer into the rest of
Europe. The Dark Ages, a s we all
know, followed.
Designed primarily to
humble and destroy the
Roman Empire and the noble
Roman race, the cunning and
treacherous Jew missed few tricks,
very few.
Built into this fiendish new
religion was every aspect of self
destruction only the treacherous
mind of a Jew could devise. Sell all
thou hast and give it to the
parasites and free loaders; love
your enemies; turn the other cheek,
judge not; resist not evil; cut off
thine hand; pluck out thine eyes;
and in Matt. 5: 42 we are told "Give

(Continued on Page 2)
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EXPANDING MISERY
(Continued from Page 1 )
to him that asketh of thee and from
him that would borrow of thee turn
thou not away." (Read again
Chapter 13 T h e New Testament"
in Nature's Eternal Religion).
It is this latter directive of give,
give, give and loan, loan, loan that
the White Race of the United States
has been especially subjected to
since W.W. 11. It is this that we
want to take a closer look a t and
see what it is doing to "our" country, to the world, and especially to
the White Race. We want to talk
about CHARITY to all the free
loaders and scam of the world,
and about subsidizing them to
where we, the White Race, are
drowning in a flood tide of
mud races.
Now I have told this story
before but 1 a m going to tell it
again, because it is salient to the
whole issue of charity and s u b
sidization, and is the first step in
my own faltering education on this
issue.
Back in about 1930 when I was
a 12 year old kid, 1 remember a
Mennonite missionary returning
from India with alarming stories of
dire need from that most unfortunate and starving country. I recall
that a s I sat in the upstairs balcony
of our Mennonite Church near
Herschel, Sakatchewan, this most
eloquent Christian preacher held us
all spellbound a s he regaled us
with stories of horror and misery.
Imagine! There were 300 million
hungry, starving Hindus there,
poverty-ridden, miserable and
diseased. They needed help! They
were hungry for food and they were
hungry for the salvation of Jesus
Christ (he said). We believed him
and shelled out the few nickels we
ourselves had left since the farmers
there were in the midst of a severe
Jew-instigated depression, and in
dire straights themselves.
Today, 55 years later, we take
another look a t India and what do
we find? Thanks to our White
Christian charity we now have 800
million Hindus (at least, maybe
more like one billion, counting the
now separated Pakistanis and other
miserable scum) on our hands.
They a r e still hungry, poor,
miserable, diseased, without decent
shelter, food or clothes.
S o what has our so-called
Christian Charity achieved? Are
the Hindus and Pakis better off than
they were 55 years ago? No, they
are not. They are just a s hungry,
sick, poverty-ridden and miserable
(if not more so) than they ever
were. The only difference is that like
a spreading cancer there are now
800 or 900 million, or a billion of
them, sick miserable, hungry,

decrepid, and all breeding to the
limit of their subsidized food supply. All this goddamned Christian
ethic has achieved is to spread and
proliferate more misery to the muds
a t the expense of the compassionate and snookered White Race.
It has done much more harm than
that, but we will get to those
aspects later.
Let as now look at some
other parts of the world.
As we all know, these days and
weeks we are being deluged by an
avalanche of propaganda by means
of Jewish boob-tube about the 'dire
needs" of the niggers in Africa,
especially Ethiopia, and they are
now phasing us in to nearby Eritria,
Mali and other black countries, one
at a time. Anyone who watches the
night time news will see rwolting
pictures of emaciated, starving
black children, flies and insects
crawling over their bodies, their
mouths, their filthy running noses,
and their faces. It is enough to
make anyone throw up, but the
Jews keep pouring it on, night after
night. You would think that this
was a one-time, isolated tragedy,
caused by an unusual drought, a
freak of Nature, and if we would only pour out our hearts and our
purses this one time, all would be
well &ain.

The cutting edge
for the destruction of
the White Race ... regardless of
race, creed or color. "
"

What a treacherous farce!
What an unadulterated swindle!
Let us take a look at a small,
meaningless country in Africa, called Mali. It is located off the south
edge of the Sahel Desert. Last night
on the Jewish "60 Minutes" program one of the commentators
gave a report on the present status
of the affairs in that country. It
seems that over the last 1 0
years we have been trying to
salvage that miserable country
and its worthless scavengers
to the tune of 2 billion dollars
of the American taxpayers'
money. We have sent "experts"
down there -toteach these savages
how to farm, we have sent Peace
Corps people down there to hold
their hands and wipe their running
noses, we have built a hydroelectric power plant, we have supplied them with grain, with
machinery, and money, money,
money.
So after 10 years and two

billion dollan, what d o we
have t o show for it? Nothing,
absolutely nothing, less than
nothing. The stupid savages still
don't know how to farm, the country side is destitute and desolate.
The people are still starving, only
there are more of them. The power
plant has deteriorated and gone to
pot. There was no one to sell electricity to, and finally no one left to
run it. Breeding of more miserables
goes on unabated and unchecked,
because that is about all the natives
are adept at, and besides, the more
children the more 0eld hands (they
reason) to help grub for roots, nuts
and fruits that may be found in a
countryside that is rapidly turning
into a desert. (Read again Creative
Credo No. 15 "On a Worldwide
Scale: The Enroaching Desert" in
the White Man's Bible).
Some of the White people interviewed on ."60 Minutes" when
asked what do you experts
think will happen in the next
1 0 years? were not sure. Yes,
"they" had made "mistakes" but
they would now try "a different ayproach", and "hopefully" they
would solve the problem. How
encouraging!
But they know better. They are
lying. They are alibiing for the
useless savages who will never
hack it beyond the Mnges of hunger
atrd povert$.
"S o why is "our" government
wasting billions on a nonentity like
Mali, and hundreds of other similar
bottomless rat holes? Won't they
learn? Don't they know o r
understand?
Yes, they know better, alright.
It is we, the White Race who
doesn't understand. The facts of life
are brutal and cruel and the White
Race is one of the most snookered,
gullible, deceived, looted and
plundered groups of people in the
world.
"Oaf Jewish occupational
government knows very well
what it is doing, and it is doing
"it" very well, as per plan. It is we
who must understand just what
and basically it is
their plan is
simple and it is brutal. (a) The
dews couldn't care less about
the starving niggers. @) They
want to flood the world with an
overwhelming s e a of mad
races, all hostile to the White
Race. (c) This is all t o be done
at the expense of the White
Race, the White American taxpayer in particular. (d) This will
help bankrupt America in the
progress, and finally bring the
White American worker down into
despair and dependency on the
Jewish government, to where he
too will settle for a living standard
'the equivalent of the coolies he
formerly helped to feed, subsidize
and proliferate. (e) The end
'
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result i s wealth and power t o
the Jewish bankers and
government of occupation,
and despair, misery, slavery
and bondage to the White pew
ple of America and the world.
S o much for the aims of
Jewish-Christian Charity and the
whole goddamned miserable stinking program.
Let us further project what this
"charitable" program will lead to in
the next several decades.
In the August 1984, edition of
National Geographic this illustrious
magazine draws us a graphic picture of what we can expect the
"new" world of 2025 C. E. to look
like. Here is what it says:
Starting in 1950 there were only seven urban centers in the world
that held more than five million:
New York, London, Paris, Germany's Rhein-Rhur complex,
Tokyo-Yokohama, Shaghai and
Buenes Aires. In 1984 there were
more than 34 such cities boasting
more than 5 million. By 2025 (only 40 years away) the UN projects
there will be 93 such cities, and 80
of these will be in "emerging" nations. (Read mud peoples for
"emerging". These savages are not
emerging from anything other than
poking their heads from out of the
bush.)
On page 181of that magazine
it shows a graphic map with red
and green lines vaulting heavenward in proportion to the size of the
projected populations of each city
by 2025 with red lines showing the
cities of the "emerging" nations and
the green lines showing that of the
industrialized nations.
It is interesting t o behold
a s a horror show. Here are a few
of the highlights of the red lines
that vault heavenward for 2025 C.
E.:
S a o Paulo, 20-30 million; Rio
de Janeiro, 15-20 million; Lagos,
20-30 million; Cairo, 20-30 million;
Baghdad, 15-20 million; Nairobi,
15-20 million; Lahore, 15-20
million; Karachi, 20-30 million;
Delhi, 20-30 million; Calcutta,
20-30 million; Bombay, 20-30
million; Dhaka, 20-30 million;
(how many people wen know what
country Dhaka is in?) Shanghai,
20-30 million; Beijing, 15-20
million; Bangkok, 15-20 million;
Jakarta, 20-30 million; Tokyo,
15-20 million; and with Mexico City, the line goes right off the page
it is projected to hit 30 million
by the end of the century, only 1 5
years away. Tokyo, which is
designated with a green line, is projected a t 15-20 million, but even
that city, industrialized or not, certainly is not one of ours.
So how many White giants
do we find among all these,
especially in the United
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BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS
(Continued from Page 5)
must go along with Democracy,
"Jewish Communism" and the
other great plagues of Twentieth
Century mankind.
Some of our people are living
in the past and think all we need to
do is turn back the hand of time to
1000 C. E. when the Crusader spirit
was strong and everything will be
alright, but I don't think so. The
Crusader spirit was OK. in 1000 C.
E. But it is going on 2000 C. E. and
the stars are beckoning. Will Aryan
mankind make it? It is all up to us
today. Our children will either
praise us or curse us.
I still believe Hitler was
developing a religious antidote to
Christianity with his "National
Socialism". He borrowed certain
concepts Pagantry, symbolism,
the mass meeting etc. from Christian Catholicism, but a t root, the
spirit
of
his
new
WELTANSCHAUUNG was pagan,
Aryan, Nordic, and Neo-Germanic.
The god of Odin and Thor was confronting the god of the Hebrews.
Time did not permit the full evolution of National Socialism into its
ultimate and final form. The defeat
in 1945 prevented it from becoming more than "politics*;
I think Creativity as defined by
you is a step up and a step beyond
1930's Hitlerism but it is a logical
and necessary step,upward and I
think Hitler would approve if he
were alive today. I hope we can stay
in touch so I can continue to spread
the word of Creativity on to other
Whites and other White prisoners.
Thank you for taking time out
from your busy schedule to write
me.
Heil Hitler and White power!
For The White Race:
Fight of Die!
Frank G. Spisak Jr.
Ohio

States? Well, take comfort.
There are two in the United
States: dew-infested New
York, at 15-20 million and
dew-infested Los Angeles at
10-15 million. Does that make
you feel better?
Well, if that doesn't, let's take
another look a t one of our closest
neighbors, Mexico City, and see
what the future holds in store for
this exploding collection of fecund
mud sitting on our very own back
doorstep.
On the chart shown on Page
181 of National Geographic the red
line for Mexico City goes off the
page. Whereas most of the mud
cities that have a projected 20-30
million population for 2025, Mexico City is already projected to exceed that top figure of 30 million by
the year 2000.
We, the White people of the
United States indeed have a ticking time bomb sitting on our
doorstep. (Read again 'The Mud
Flood from Mexico becoming a
Torrent" in R. L. No. 5 or C. C. 33
in the White Man's Bible)
In 1984 Mexico City had a
population of 16 million mud people, with the aboriginal Indian
genes having by now almost completely obliterated what smattering
of Spanish infusion there was a
hundred or two hundwd years ago.
Half of the present population is
under the age of 18. What with one
of the highest fertility rates in the
world, these two factors combined
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Sponsor a Deserving
Boy for our Training
School this Summer.
We are getting several
applicants for the 2 week
summer sessions who would
very much like to attend.
Some, however, are not
financially able.
It is very important that
thesefuture leaders be given
the opportunity.
If you are able, please
help by volunteering to sponsor such deserving boys, and
contributing the needed $300
donation to our cause.

Racial Loyalty

EXPANDING MISERY
(Continued from Page 2)
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Remember the
Alamo! Remember
Dresden!
assure a continuing and expanding
future birthrate. Four hundred
thousand rural immigrants swell
the ranks of the city annually. As
far a s city planning is concerned, it
is a total basket case. One
frustrated but optimistic planner,
howwer, found something good to
say about the situation in Mexico
City: "At least we can be a huge
warning to the world."
Perhaps. I hope so, but I doubt
it, because the power brokers that
are in charge of the world are not
ignorant of the situation. In fact,
they planned it that way. They
want this canker to grow and grow
and grow on a worldwide basis.
Thcy want t o obliterate the
White Race and force it to
drown in a floodtide of their
own making. Their own Christian
charity is killing the White Race,
their civilization, and their own
future progeny. All will drown ignominously in a flood of mud.

The chickens are coming
home to roost. It all started when
the Romans threw their brains out
the window about 19 centuries ago
and adopted Jewish-Christianity
and its damnedable charity.
Is there a solution to this growing worldwide cancer, or are we
hapelessly lost? Are we going to
drown in a sea of pollution, filth,
disease and mud races? Time is
rapidly running out for the White
Race.
There is an answer t o this
awesome
problem
and
CREATIVITY has it. It is relatively simple.
1. The White Race must try to
save itself. W e mast look at
every issue, especially
demographics, through the
White Man's eyes, from the
White Man's point of view, a s
spelled out in C.C. No. 2 of the
White Man's Bible.
2. We must stop subsidizing
the scum, the freeloaders and the
parasites of the world. This applies
to the mud races, including Israel
and the Jews.
3. We, the White Race must
band together in one militant core
of racial loyalty and polarize around
our own racial religion.
4. We must proclaim a "Holy
War" a Jihad, if you will, to stop
exany further looting, plund-g,
ploitation of the White Race by the
Jews, or any of the mud races.
5. Let us have done once and
for all with this Jew-induced
madness of feeding the mud races.
It is completely contrary to the
Laws of Nature. (No creature subsidizes its enemies.) What should
we do with the mud races? There
is only one thing we can do and I
have spelled it out in C.C. No. 63
"The Self-destruct Relationship between Helper and Recipient" in the
White Man's Bible.
In conclusion the only thing we
can do with the mud races is to stop
subsidizing t h e m before t h e
monster devours us, the White
Race. We Creators say flatlv: Let
the bastards starve! There is nothing we can do for them, no matter how charitable, how muddleheaded we might try to be. No
amount of mushy sentimentality
will save them
it will only increase the numbers, the agony, the
suffering, the poverty, the misery.
And why should we w e n want to
feed them? They sure a s hell
wouldn't feed us if the situation
were reversed. Even their own
government in Ethiopia, a MamistCommunist bunch of criminals, is
not intereste'd in feeding its own
people. It is, in fact, selling even
what little food and grain it can
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lay its hands on to outsiders and
feathering its own nest, increasing
its stranglehold.
Furthermore, most of the
money that is being collected from
the gullible and the bleeding hearts
(mostly White Americans.) is not
going to where it is going to feed
anybody. For example, one of the
largest "charitable" organizations
in the field, the International Christian Aid Society with their tearjerking television ads (insects
crawling all over filthy scrawny
bodies and faces) collects about 2
million dollars a month from the
gullible do-gooders. However, investigation shows that very little of
that money goes for food to
Ethiopia or anywhere else. Mostly
it goes to buy plush buildings, offices, salaries, carpets, television
time, and sweet benefits for the
collectors.
Even what food is sent over to
Ethiopia, Mali, the Sudan, etc.,
when it gets there, very little is wer
distributed to the so-called needy,
but for lack of transportation and
distribution it rots a t the docks, or
on its way to nowhere.
The article in National
Geographic goes on to project a
world population of six billion by
the end of the century, eight billion
by 2025. The way the explosion is
gaining momentum, it looks like
even those figures are too conservative, a t least the six billion projection for the end of the century.
What will happen by 2025,
Christ only knows and he won't tell.
But in any case, long before that
there will be a major racial,
social, economic and political
explosion that wiU blow the existing predictions a11 t o hell. A
major casualty of such an explosion
will be the White Race itself, unless
it soon gets its goals clearly defined and its forces well organized.
This planet cannot support eight
billion people, nor six billion people, or even four billion people
without becoming an ugly, filthy
slop pail. We Creators, when we get
control of our own destiny, contemplate a world population of only about one billion people, all
White, and keeping this planet a s
a clean comfortable, beautiful and
interesting place in which to live.
S o let us get our act together.
By means of all this insane Christian Charity we are not only feeding
and building a monster that will
destroy the White Race, but we are
piling up garbage and pollution on
a worldwide scale that will eventually end up turning this planet in
to a global cesspool, a filthy pigsty, unfit for anybody to live in, least
of all Nature's Finest.
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Dear Pontifex:
Enclosed is a check to be
donated t o the Church, in celebration of the Winter Soltice. The year
should begin when the days begin
to get longer, and not any other
way. And the calender (Jewish)
year of 1984 is also wrong. We, as
proud White Men and Women
should refuse to honor such a stinking Kike a s Jesus and base our
calender upon him. Instead, we
should base our calender upon the
greatest WHITE MAN that ever lived, Adolf Hitler himself. It is he who
should be considered our savior,
not some phony Kike, who in his
greatest moment was nailed to a
cross. AS one man said, "How can
any man worship a god who lies
nailed to a cross, and not feel
ashamed?" How much prouder we
would be to give honor to a man
worthy of it? How much prouder of
ourselves we would be to honor
strength, victory, righteousness,
perfection, and ALL the TRUTH,
than equality, submissivness,
weakness and cowardice.
Let us join together (to use a
Jewish phrase) and wrest control of
our destiny from our enemies's
hands. Only we can do it. No Jew
will, no nigger will no one exeept
ourselves can save us. Practice
Racial Loyalty, preach it, live by it,
raise your children to Jive by it, and
we will be on our way.
Yours for the White Race,
Rev. John Westphal
California
Dear Pontifex:
I a m enclosing a money order
to be used in the following ways:
1.100 copies of the FEDERAL
RESERVE BOOKLET.
2. My annual membership
dues and renewal of subscription to
RACIAL LOYALTY.
3. Use balance for other needed purposes.
I have two of the large 331/3
records of (The Survival of the
White Race) which I a m trying to
make a copy of a good cassette
tape so I can copy them and pass
on to others. My own equipment
does not copy good enough, so I
will try some outside place so as to
get a good master cassette tape.
Your flat 33*/3 record is very
plain and enlightening. Hope to
pass these on and get your books
and literature known to ones who
are awakening to the truth.
Hope t o get the Federal
Reserve Booklets soon so I can get
them circulated a s this HOAX will
soon become so plain that only a
fool could not understand.

If I can be of further service in
enlightening the stupid White Race
to our battle for survival, just let me
know.
Sincerely,
Elson Kendall
Alaska
Dear Rev. Messick,
Thank you very much for your
letter, dated Nov. 11, and the
books sent by Rev. Williams arrived a week later! They were all the
time HERE: forgotten in the garage
of our neighbours, who fetched
them from the post office, while we
were away! Please tell Rev. W. I'm
so glad, because I gave up all hope.
You sent me two cartons: one
Nature's Eternal Religion and one
White Man's Bible, will you please
forward me Salubrious Living, too?
And I will send you $13, being the
price of the 3 Book Combination.
You didn't answer my question, if Mr. Klassen could still speak
German? I a m German and I wish,
that he would write to me in
German.
Best wishes to all of you, who
care for the White Man.
Your's
Inge Gladis
South Africa
Dear Sir,
I have in my possession two
books, written by Ben Klassen. I
have just started reading Nature's
Eternal Religion, and then will
follow with The White Man's Bible.
These books do not belong t o
me, but to my older brother. As
they a r e very scarce, I would want
to get hold of my own copies, plus
a few extra, for distribution
amongst my friends etc.
As I have said, I have not yet
read the books, but just started
reading. I d o though, have a mental picture about them, with the
help of my brother. It is, I believe,
the yearning of most people that
have become disillusioned with the
teachings of Christianity, and have
the steadfastness not to be dragged into yet, another religious sect
based of the same old Christian
theologies of all churches. I have,
I believe, made up my mind about
this a long time ago.
There has been many nagging
questions about creation, and our
destiny in this world. Then I started
getting hold of suppressed books
and have since come to the same
basic ideas as I believe, is to be
found in these two books.
In South Africa, I think we
White people have a far (nearer)
sooner tragedy than any other
White Race on this planet. We have
to purify our own people sooner or

In The Lighter Vein ....
Ridicule isfrequently employed with more power and success then severity.
Horace

--

Heavenly Humor
A young girl went t o a doctor's
office and he gave her a thorough
examination.
Doctor: "What is your husband's name?"
Girl: "I don't have a husband."
Doctor: "What is your boy
friend's name?"
Girl: "I don't have a boy
friend."
The doctor went to the omce
window and raised the shade. The
young girl asked why he did it, and
he said: "The last time this happened a star rose in the east, and I
don't want t o miss it."

Racial Ribaldry

make it t o land. In fact, the only
way any of us are going t o make it,
since there's no cargo aboard, is by
jettisoning passengers. Now since
I'm the captain, I've got to stay put,
but I'm sure we've got three
gentIemen aboard who will sacrifice
themselves for the greater good."
"Viue la France!" exclaims a
young Frenchman and, clutching
his beret, opens the emergency
hatch and plummets out of sight.
After a slight pause, a stout
Britisher stands up. "Long live the
Queen!" h e says proudly, making
for the door.
There was a long pause,
following which a big Texan stands
up. Grabbing the hapless Mexican
sitting next to him, h e tosses him
out of t h e h a t c h , shouting,
"Remember the Alamo!"

A four-passenger plane is
halfway across the Pacific when it
becomes obvious that it's having
serious engine troubles. EventualDaffynition
ly the captain comes over the PA
Faith: that quality which enables
system to make a grave announceus to believe something we know is
ment. "Passengers," h e says grimnot true.
ly, "I'm afraid that with our current
load, this plane is never going to
---later. I hope sooner, otherwise the
future you might be a t least familar
White Race is bound to be doomwith my name should I call your
ed. I hope we will not be stabbed
church on the phone or pay a visit.
in the back by the other White peo1 will first say I was made
ple of this world, but 'if we are so
aware of your church and beliefs by
annihilated, we could only have
one of my closest companions, the
Rev. Raymond Lurz. He also
tried.
helped me obtain all three of your
The present Government of
books. I a m 3 2 yrs. old, serving 35
South Africa is busy selling us to
years for robbery of a federally inthe world Jews and money powers,
sured bank@) and assault upon a
but by the inevitable repercussions
F.B.I. agent. I do have some hope
of this I believe there is a awakenof a time reduction. I a m a proud
ing amongst the Afrikaans speaking (BOERE our forefathers who
southerner and White, of course,
fought the British a t the turn of the
but the word "proud" is no where
century) White people of South
near t o describing the way 1 feel
Africa.
about my race. I see "race" in
Our biggest drawback, is
everything I look at, think about,
financial, as we have been made
and practice.
poor by the Jews and company.
For the last three years, I have
Also, our TV and radio is Governtotally restricted myself to reading
ment controlled. The press and all
books only which involve our race's
else is controlled by the JEWS.
past and future. Before reading
Could you please mail me the
"Nature's Eternal Religion" there
have been numerous readings in
prices for the two books? I would
my hands, but two of these previous
appreciate it if you could mail this
books had such a n impact on me
information as soon as possible and
that I must list them here, "Which
by airmail, as it takes a long time
Way Western Man", by William G.
t o reach us. Thank you.
Yours faithfully,
Simpson and "The Iron Curtain
Theunis C. Cloete
Over America", by Beatty. Next,
South Africa
however, I must say this, the impact that Nature's Eternal Religion
Dear Pontifex:
has played on my very soul has
1 have Just flnished reading
knocked me back to my senses,
nature*^ Eternal Religion" and will
a n d s u r p a s s e s my previous
begin on the second book in just a
readings.
few minutes after completion of this
For the last 20 years o r so, I
letter.
have searched and searched for the
I wish to introduce myself t o
(Continued on Page 5)
you s o that if a t some time in the
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11 Acre Tennessee Farm for Sale
A struggling White Coupleflghffng the Jewfsh tyranny urgently needs
cash. They have a beautiful piece ofproperty for sale in Tennessee that
would make an ideal refugefrom the melee of the big cities. Upon a successful sale they have volunteered to make a handsome contribution to
the School for Gifted Boys. Here is their description:
71 acres Perry County, Tennessee. Approximately 10 miles East
of the Tennessee River. 100 miles West of Nashville and 120 miles East
of Memphis.
Approximately 30 acres open for crops or livestock. Livestock
can graze on 70 acres. Pure spring on property and approximately 1/2
mile of pure clear stream spring fed all year around. New bridge c er
stream to property. Large barn
6 furrowing stalls
corn crib
chicken houses large smoke house. Many peach trees. All fenced and
cross fenced
large stand of trees. Hardwood nut trees, cedar, oak,
etc. Electric on property and septic tank in. Guaranteed Hallmark
no traffic. $70,000 cash.
perfect. A perfect retreat, perfect peace
$15,000 to be donated to The Church of The Creator, and The School
for Gifted Boys.
Any of our readers who might be interested please write: Farm,
Church Of The Creator, P. 0. Box 400, Otto, N. C. 28763 and we will
forward to owners.
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BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS
(Continuedfrom Page 4)
answers to questions of "why a m I
here?" "Am I just another organism
and with no purpose"? Your book
hit me right between my eyes and
slapped the hoods from my eyes
and caused me to realize the extreme seriousness of the need to
strife and struggle to preserve my
own kind and to multiply and
cleanse our own species. When I
say species, I proclaim that the
species homo sapien should be corrected and refined to NOT include
all races of peoples under it's title,
because if the mud races are "sapiens7*,then I a m not, and if I am,
they are most certainly not sapien.
I come from a good southern
family and home that was and still
are Christian. My grandfather, uncle, and brother preach. Therefore,
Christianity was instilled into me
from day one. However, by the
grace of Nature herself, the eyes of
my soul refused to be blinded totally, and I knew something was
amiss. S o I tried the "Identity"
belief which worked for a short
while until I gave deep thought
about all the White peoples couldn't
possibly come from the seed of
Jacob, David, Abraham or Israel.
There were Whites on earth before
them. S o I considered Dualism.
That's too mystical for me to accept
as true. But "The Church of the
Creator", its right here under my
nose. I see it with my eyes. I smell
it, I taste it, I feel it. My inner soul
directs me to it without any exertion or effort. It is natural (Nature's
instinct). What propaganda has
done to the White man for 5000
years, common sense and the
enlightenment of truth written in
"Nature's Eternal Religion" has undone in only a few hours! (for me).
The White man's senses must

be returned t o him; he must be put
back together tightly and in good
order; as a single family and body
which contains natural anti-biotics
to battle the parasite and germ, so
shall h e be once again and
victorious!
I can talk to my Mends of only
this. S o m e think me, even,
fanatical. If that is so S o Be It!
I can think of no other subject to
pass from my lips. The situation is
Red Alert! All else is secondary!
I a m without funds to give you
financial assistance, which is
necessary in this world of money
and gold which was brought about
by the Eternal Parasite, but if I can
be of other assistance I WANT TO
HELP! Perhaps, I can get some
relief through the controlled judicial
system and be out in sometime
sooner than 1990. I wish to stay in
periodic contact with you, and I will
be in contact with Rev. Lurz
always. I a m a warrior by Nature's
own laws and with chest of swollen
pride. Sir, I salute you.
Respectfully,
Bruce Galen Everett
Tennessee

-

Dear Sir:
I wish I knew where to start.
The effect you have had on my
thinking and my life is awesome. In
196q, I joined the Navy for 4 years
after a life time of being with my
parents who kept me quite naive.
In 1966, I took the test for
patrolman with the Cleveland,
Ohio police dept, and remained
there until 1976, when I was shot
in the line of duty. At this time I left
the dept. because all they were hiring were niggers and only they got
promoted. I joined the Navy and
the police force because I felt that
America was the best place to live
on earth. As an American, I felt I
should do my part for my country.
At about this time the Riots started
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in the cities. I could not understand
why those dumb cops weren't
shooting those damn niggers. Well,
I was going to join the police dept.
and fight crime when I got out of
the Navy -- which I tried. I went to
college to learn the laws so I could
perform my duties better. I'd have
good arrests but, it seemed no one
was going to jail. A college degree
made little difference. Here I am an
experienced ex-police officer and I
can't buy a decent job with the
Government. Why? I'm White!
I worked in a few of the Jew
controlled casinos here in Las
Vegas, but a s usual when things
they keep the
slow down some
baboons etc. and guess who gets
fired? (You don't get layed off here
you are terminated) I'm presently working as a security officer for
a country club, condos and custom
built homes. The owners are nonJews so, the salary is better than
most places in this area.
About 2 years ago I met a man
by the name of Duke Eddy who
kept saying, "I have some books for
you to read which will show you
why things are the way they are".
I finally read them. You sir, are a
very perceptive genius!
I would like to keep America
a great place to live for the White
people like myself who made it
what is used to be. S o enclosed is
my check for $50 for 8 copies each
of Nature's Eternal Religion and
The White Man's Bible. I am going
to spread the word. I am doing my
best to wake up the White Race.
. Our survival depends on it. It might
be too late but, I'm going down
fighting! I never rolled over for
anyone. I'm not starting a t age 42.
What makes me so damn mad is
how I've been coned! Yes! I'm mad
a s hell and I'm not going to take it
anymore! (to quote someone).
I love getting out there and teaing the people the truth. They think
that you're nuts a t first but then
when you tell them the truth couplthey
ed with common sense
listen. It amazes me how many are
out there that want things to get
better but, like myself we didn't
comprehend what was happening.
I used to watch the evening news
on TV. religiously so I would be informed. What a joke. Hopefully,
I'm now, a t long last, on the right
track and will help get my country
back from the Jews. I hate them
I really do How I've been coned!
Now its my turn. I want to tell the
world the truth.
Would it be possible to start a
branch Church Of The Creator in
this area? Could I become a
minister, etc.? Churches are tax exempt etc. and will give me a financial edge for holding meetings of
enlightenment so to speak. Right

-
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now, I use the social centerwf our
condo complex for meetings. Being
a registered Republican .here ,in
Clark county, I volunteer my time
a t one time or another so I get the
use of their copying machine which
provides me with my give. away
material. It's amking what you can
accomplish when you work a t it. I
would appreciate any suggestions
that you could g k e me to be more
effective in my efforts. ,. .
Lastly
how do I'say'thank'
you for beingwho and uihat you are
and what you have been to many
people like me. Continued success.
Respectfully,
Gordon W. Smith
Nevada
Dear Mr. Klassen:
I recieved your letter of Dec. 9,
1984 some time ago but was unable
to answer immediately due to the
circumstances I a m in. As you
know, I a m a prisoner on "Death
Row" in Ohio, scheduled to die in
the electric chair unless my appeals
succeed. I was found guilty and
convicted of shooting to death
some black men and a janitor during a shooting spree on the
Cleveland State University college
campus in 1982. During my trial I
characterized myself and my actions a s appropriate and necessary
to the cause of WHITE SURVIVAL,
and I told the jury "a State Of War"
existed between the White Race
and the niggers and Jews.
James Mason, the Ohio Nazi
editor and publisher has helped me
publicize my plight and my position. Although not all the so-called
'movement groups" have recognized what is going on and many continue to shun 'bad publicity" and involvement with the "criminal
underground" there have been a
bold handful who have rallied to my
support and I applaud you and the
Church Of The Creator for the position you have taken. I'm reading
your book, NATURE'S ETERNAL
RELIGION now, and I a m not
ashamed to say you are making a
convert out of me, although I
agreed with 90 per cent of what you
and your church preach before I
read your book.
Christianity is the decisive
issue. Prior to reading your book I
thought the White Race could
avoid confronting this and a t the
same time wage war against the
niggers and Jews. I see now, the
two issv .s are inter-twined and
understand better how the enemies
of the White Race use Christianity
a s a mind-crippler to weaken and
destroy the White Race's will tc
strength and will to fight and will
to live. Christianity has become a
weakener not a strengthener and it

-
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Today's Martyrs and Heroes of the White Race
Racial Loyalty -- March

DAN
The White Race in its long and
proud history has had a n illustrious
parade of heroes who have given
their lives for a cause they believed in. There is no other race that
can point with pride to such a
glorious, exemplary roster of
heroes and martyrs. No other race
h a s pursued as many diverse
ideals, causes and beliefs as has the
White Race, nor has there been any
other as willing to die for them.
Unfortunately, as past history too
often demonstrates, very few of
these heroes have selected a s
their supreme caume the one
loyalty that should have been
their first and foremost loyalty
and that cause is loyalty
to their own race, the White
Race. In a world that is growing increasingly darker and muddier,
RACIAL LOYALTY is becoming of
the prime cause with all races, but
unfortunately, the White Race
seems to be the last to grasp this
vital issue.
T h e CHURCH O F THE
CREATOR is leading the way in
restructuring the thinking, the
goals and the values of the White
Race in this direction. W e say it
i s not good enough to believe
in just any old cause and
dedkate and/or sacrifice your
Hfe for it. We believe it rather silly to dedicate your life to promoting
the idea that cows are holy: or that
you have a supposedly two-way
'love affair going with some nonexistent spooks in the skies that
nobody h a s ever seen, heard, felt
or smelt; or t o promote the idiotic
idea that "all men are equal", and
that Jewish "democracy" is a great
idea; or that we should feed and/or
subsidize all the scum, niggers and
mud races of the world; or any
number of other stupid a n d
pointless causes into which the
White Race has in the past (and
still is a t the present) pouring s o
much of its wealth, time and labor.
We of the CHURCH O F THE
CREATOR say: Put an end to all
these causes that not only lead to
a bottomless rat hole, but are in
fact, extremely destructive to the
White Race and highly supportive
of the very enemies that a r e determined to destroy us.
But there is a change coming as
the slumbering White Giant is

-

JOHN
SINGER *
beginning to awaken to his now
precarious position and eminent
d a n g e r of extinction. We
CREATORS are moving heaven
and earth to hasten that awakening, and arouse, marahal and
organize the awesome potential of the slumbering giant. We
want to honor those few but growing number of White heroes who
are not only WILLING t o lay their
life on the line to defend their race
against the Jewish monster, but
have PROVEN their dedication by
the highest sacrifice of all: laying
their life on the line to defend their
race against the Jewish monster.

They have said in effect:
Enough i s enough;' I will die
fighting before I will bend my
knees to the Jewish tyrant.
Among these we have selected
four modern day White heroes and
martyrs whose names we have
emblazoned a t the top of this page.

DAN WHITE. When the city of
S a n Francisco in 1978 became
overrun with homosexuals and race
traitors and when these elements
gained control of the city government, Danny had had enough. He
himself was a n outstanding family
man with six fine children, had
demonstrated his exemplary ability by many years of fine service in
the police department of the city.
He had taken active part in the city government and become a
member of the city council. When
h e was being sabotaged and
railroaded out of that position by
the now predominantly pro-Jewish,
pro-homo power establishment, he
took the law into his own hands. He
had been pushed beyond the breaking point. He took his service
revolver and shot dead Mayor
George Mascone, a race traitor and
a stooge for the Jews. He then
quickly walked to the office of
Harvey Milk, a side kick of
Mascone, who was also on the city council, who was a Jew and a n
avowed homosexual. Arriving in
Milk's office, he summarily dealt
the same fate to this Jewish homo
as he had to Mascone: he shot him
dead.
T h e one thing t h e Jewish
establishment fears (and has feared
for centuries) is when the righteous
fury of the White citizenry turns to

ARTHUR
KIRK *

ROBERT
MATHEWS *

physical violence against them.
Danny White's act s o shook up the
total bureaucracy that for weeks
some members of various commissions and councils all over the state
came t o meetings dressed in bullet
proof vests.
The jury sympathized with Danny White. It gave him a relatively
light sentence and after 6 years and
8 months in prison Danny White is
again free, and what's more, he's
alive.
He is my favorite hero because
( a ) He took deliberate a n d
precipitous action BEFORE his
back was to the wall and made the
enemy pay irrevocably and pay
heavily BEFORE he was in a
pomition where his options
were limited. (b) He is still alive
to fight another battle, if necessary,
and embodies General George Patton's edict: Instead of dying for your
country, it i s better to make
sure that the enemy dies for
his. (c) He is still alive to fight
another day, a hero, but not a dead
hero.
JOHN SINGER. Deciding that
the establishment was debauching
and polluting the minds of his
children, he decided t o educate
them a t home. in the direction of
his own convictions. He defied the
Federal government and would not
bend his knee to the harassment
and threats of the tyrants. Because
he took a firm stand h e was shot
down in cold blood on his own farm
in Utah, in 1979, by "government"
murderers.
We consider him a true martyr to
the cause in the fight of the White
Race against the murderers let
loose upon the White citizens by the
Jewish powerhouse also known as
JOG, the Jewish Occupational.
Government.
GORDON KAHL. He, too, %ad
the courage not to knuckle under
to the strong-arm goon-squad of
the Jewish powerhouse, a / k / a the
IRS. When he was ambushed on a
public highway in North Dakota,
he killed two of the deputies that
tried to kill him. He temporarily
escaped their network for six
months but was brutally killed by
a SWAT team in Arkansas. But
Kahl exacted another life from his
tormentors, and became a national
hero. Songs and poems were written about him, and the public wrath

t h a t h e aroused against t h e
establishment in general, and the
IRS in particular, was the beginning in earnest of the White Man's
revolution against t h e Jewish
tyranny.
ROBERT JAY MATHEWS.
We now come to the latest victim
of Murder, Inc. a / k / a Public
Enemy No. 1, a / k / a the Jewish
Occupational Government of
America.
Before we tell his story, I want it
clear that the position of The
CHURCH O F THE CREATOR in
regards to violence and terrorism
has not changed and remains the
same as is spelled out in Creative
Credo No. 64, beginning on P. 397
of The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE. In it
we state our position clearly and
carefully, and that, in summation
is this: We are law-abiding citizens
and mean to obey the law, but we
also demand that the government follow the law and
respect the White Man's rights
.asspelled out in the Conatitution of the United States and
the Bill of Rights. But should the
government itself trample on our
rights and institute a reign of terror and violence against the White
Race, then we throw all restraint
overboard a n d invoke the
Highemt Law of Nature, m a r vival of our s p d e s . We mean to
survive a t all costs! No price is too
high and the end justifies the
means, any means!
-

Should t h e J O G a n d their
murderous Israeli henchmen, the
Mossad, push further and murder
members of our church, then we,
too, will like Danny White reach
the breaking point and invoke Arc
ticles 7 and 8 as spelled out on
p. 402 of The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE. That day may be pushing
closer than we think and we must
prepare for it.
Now to briefly tell the story of
Robert Jay Mathews. The events
leading up to his murder are told in
his own letter, which we publish in
full a t the conclusion of this article.
What the letter could not tell is how
h e was brutally murdered.
On December 8,1984 an assault
team of nearly 100 U.S. Marshals,
FBI, Secret Service and Treasury
agents bombarded the small house

(Continued on Page 7)

Heroes
(Continued from page 6)
near Seattle in which Bob Mathews
was making his last stand. A
ruthless barrage of gunfire from
handguns, rifles and automatic
weapons went on for two minutes,
killing Mathews. Then the JOG
agents, undoubtedly including
members of the ADL, JDL and the
Mossad, fired incendiary missiles
into the house and burned it to the
ground, thereby cremating
Mathews.
W e say to Mathews; It ia better to go oat in a blaze of glory
than t o die a whimpering
coward.
Here is Bob Mathews' tragic, but
heroic last letter in his own words:
To the Editor:
For the past decade I have
been a resident of Northern Pend
Oreille County. When I first arrived in Metaline Falls I had only
Twenty-five dollars to my name, a
desire to work hard and be left
alone, and the dream of someday
acquiring my own small farm.
During my three years a t the
mine and seven years at the cement
plant I can safely say that I was
known as a hard worker. I stayed
out of the bars and pretty much
kept to myself. Anyone who is
familiar with Boundary Dam Road
knows how my late father and I
carved a beautiful place out of the
woods. All of the goals I had when
I arrived were accomplished but
one.... I was not left alone.
Within months of my arrival
the FBI went t o the mine office and
tried to have me fired from my job.
I was working in the electrical
departmentt a t the time and my
foreman, fortuately, had a deep and
lasting dislike for the Fed. He was
informed of the situation by the
mine secretary. Had it been the
mine manager instead of t h e
secretary that the Government
goons talked to, I would have lost
my job.
This campaign of harrassment
and intimidation began because of
my involvement in t h e TaxRebellion Movement from the time
I was fifteen to twenty years old.
The Government was on me so
much in Arizona that during one incident when I was eighteen, IRS
agents shot a t me for nothing more
then a misdemeanor tax violation.
I left Arizona and the TaxRebellion when I was twenty. I left
not out of fear of the IRS or because
of submission to their tyranny, but
because I was thoroughly disgusted
with the American people. I maintained then a s I do now, that our
people have devolved into some of
the most cowardly, sheepish,
degenerates that have wer littered
the face of this planet.

I had hoped to start a new life
in the state of Washington, but the
ruling powers had other plans for
me. When I learned of their highly
illegal attempt to have me Bred, 1
wrote a letter to their Seattle office
and told them "I would take no
more, to leave me alone, or 1would
respond in such a way that could
be very painful to certain agents.
After the letter they gradually
started to let me be.
1 soon settled down to marriage, clearing my land, and
reading. Reading became an obsession with me. I consumed volume
upon volume on subjects dealing
with history, politics, and
economics. I was especially taken
with Spengler's "Decline of the
West" and Simpson's "Which Way
Western Man?". I also subscribed
to numerous periodicals on current
American problems, especially
those concerned with the ever increasing decline of White America.
My knowledge of Ancient
European history started to awaken
a wrongfully supressed emotion
buried deep within my soul, that of
racial pride and conciousness.
The stronger my love for my
people grew, the deeper became
my hatred for those who would
destroy my race, my heritage, and
darken the future of my children.
By the time my son had arrived I realized that White America,
indeed my entire race, was headed for oblivion unless White Men
rose and turned the tide. ~ h e h o r e
I came to love my son the more I
realized that unless things changed radically, by the time he was my
age, he would be a stranger in his
own land, a blondhaired, blue eyed
Aryan in a country populated mainly by Mexicans, mulattoes, Blacks,
and Asians. His future was growing
darker by the day.
I came to learn that this was
not by accident, that there is a
small cohesive alien group within
this nation working day and night
to make this happen. I learned that
these culture distorters have an iron
grip on both major political parties,
on Congress, on the media, on the
publishing houses, and on most of
the major Christian Denominations
in this nation, even though these
aliens subscribe to a religion which
is diametrically opposed t o
Christianity.
These are the same people
who ex-Senator William J.
Fulbright and the late General
Brown tried to warn us about.
Henry Ford and Charles Lindbergh
tried vainly to warn us also. Had we
been more vigilant, my son's future
would not be so dark and dismal.
Thus I have no choice. I must
stand up like a White Man and do
battle.
A Secret war h a s been
developing for the last year between
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the regime in Washington and an
wer growing number of White people who are determined to regain
what OUR forefathers discovered,
explored, conquered, settled, built
and died for.
The FBI has been able to keep
this war secret only because up until now we have been doing nothing
more then growing and prepaiing.
The Government, however, seems
determined to force the issue, so we
have no choice left but to stand up
and fight back. Hail Victory!
It is a t this point that I wish to
address the multitude of lies that
the Federals have been telling
about Gary Lee Yarbrough and
myself.
Gary did not "ambush" any
agents. For weeks prior to this incident they had been harrassing
Gary, following him everywhere,
wen to the hospital to visit his
gravely ill daughter. The day of the
mythical ambush, Gary was out in
his yard when he saw a Forest Service truck driving across his property in obvious disregard to the
numerous no-trespassing signs
scattered about his land. He yelled a t the truck to stop but it ,.ept
coming towards his house until it
crashed into and destroyed a gate.
At this point Gary fired warning
shots into the air and the truck
was the big
drove away. That
ambush.
The neuiipapers are saying
now that Gary not only ambushed
three agents but that he hit three
of them. Gary did not even realize
they were FBI a t the time, which
is fortunate for them because Gary
is an expert marksman and had he
decided to ambush the FBI he easily could have killed every Fed
within range of his weapon.
It was not until 8:00 P.M. that
night that Gary realized what was
actually taking place. That is when
approximately thirty agents drove
up to Gary's house. Gary and a
young house guest went outside to
investigate the commotion. When
the Feds started yelling a t G a y he
dropped to the ground and rolled
into a ditch behind the line of
Government vehicles. The young
house guest went running back into Gary's residence. After waiting
for three hours the FBI used Gary's
wife as a shield and a hostage and
went into the house. What brave
men they are.
As incredulous a s it sounds
Gary laid in the ditch behind the
agents for five hours with his gun
aimed a t their backs. Had Gary
really wanted to ambush these invaders then .that was a wonderful
opportunity to do so. Gary chose instead t o give them quarter,
something h e would later come to
regret. Gary wentually slipped out

....
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of the ditch and into the woods.
The incompetence of these gun
toting bureaucrats never ceases t o
amaze me. Especially after their attempted ambush and murder of
myself in a Portland motel. First, let
me say that the FBI was not there
to arrest Gary but to ambush me.
They didn't wen know that Gary
was in the room. The only reason
they were able to find me was
because a trusted Mend in room 14
was actually a traitor and an informant. The FBI has vast resources
and the latest technology but the
quality of their agents is going down
hill with every new recruit. That's
because most of the best White
Men in this country are starting to
realize that to be an FBI agent is
t o be nothing more than a
mercenary for the ADL and Tel
Aviv.
When I stepped out of my
motel room that morning, a gang
of armed men came running at me.
None of the men had uniforrnc on
and the only thing they saiu was
"stop you bastard". At this, I yelled to Gary who was still inside and
I leaped down the stainuc ' and
took off running into the parking
lot. A women agent shot a t my
back and the bullet missed and hit
the motel manager. I rounded the
corner of the motel and took off
down the hill into a residential area.
After running for two blocks I dedded to quit being the hunted and
become the hunter. I drew my gun
and waited behind a concrete wall
for the agents to draw near. When
1 aimed my gun a t the head of the
closest agent I saw the handsome
face of a young White Man and
lowered my aim to his knee and his
foot. Had 1 not done so I could have
killed both agents and still had left
the use of my hand which is now
mangled beyond repair and which
I might very well lose altogether.
That is the last time I will wer give
quarter.
As for the traitor in room 14 we
will eventually find him. If it takes
ten years and we have to travel to
the far ends of the earth we will find
him. And true to our oath when we
do find him, we will remove his
head from his body.
I have no regrets or apologies
to make for Gary or myself. In fact,
I am proud that we had the courage
and the determination to stand up
and fight for our race and our
heritage at a time in our history
when such a deed is called a crime
and not an act of valor.
Approximately nine months
ago the FBI went to my house while
I was away and threatened my two
year old son. That was a very big
mistake on their part. After the

(Continued on Page 11)
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Salubrious Living Section
- Circumcision And The Wimping

Of The

White Male

By Retr.
. Carles C. Messick 111, H. P.
.
I

I , .

Whp'ls 4t that every time we
hear or read about a charge of
"rMsm" dt "$exism" or "prejudice"
it'ts t h e White male who is always
made oirt to be the culprit? It would
seem, if you choose to believesthe
Jewish-power establishment, that
the conclusion is that the White
male is probably the lowest form of
life on the planet. According t o
them it has always been the White
male who has held back the extremely intelligent and noble niggers from peacefully progressing
onward to higher accomplishments
in life. It is the White male who
stole America from the Indians by
deceptive a n d unfair "peace
treaties",
or just outright
slaughtered the noble savage "Red
man".
The Jews rave on that the
White male just continually
discriminates and discriminates.
Therefore, the White male must be
the most criminally insane creature
there ever was. Just look a t what
those White racist male German
Nazis did to all those nice, peaceloving Jewish people during World
War II! Why, the world would be so
much better off without those
monstrous bully boys. The Kike
Hollywood crowd makes sure that
we never hear the end of that sort
of diatribe.
You see, my fellow White Men,
that this is just exactly the kind of
attitude the Jews and their nigger
stooges are pushing hard to instill
within our brains. They are aiming for the total and complete
extinction of the White male. In
their perfidious scheme, they have
even been successful in enlisting the
aid of our own gullible White
females to help bring about the
emasculation of their male counterparts. They have succeeded in duping White females into believing
that White males are engaged in a
conspiracy to hold them back from
a more fulfilling life. As a result,
White females now fail to realize
just how good they have it in this
country. Never before have s o
many had nice homes and such a
.variety of household appliances to
make'their life easier. Any female
-that thinks she has it so bad ought
-to try to wash clothes by dunking
them in a river or k n d and then
beat th&m against r d k s in the blazing sun or freezing cold of winter,
- a s do most of.the mud race females
in the third world countries, plus
having to feed their dozens of
childr& while their drunken,

useless husbands spend what little
they have on the "finer things in
life," such as dope, booze, and prostitutes. Meanwhile, White
American females are subjected to
those totally unrealistic Jew created
soap operas which stupidly imply
that today's women have been
cheated in life.
Let us first of all explode the
Jewish myth that the White male
is a brutish Neanderthal who continually exploits other races and the
women of his own race. As history
has shown, the White male is the
greatest thinker, explorer, inventor,
and warrior of any of the human
species. It is the White male
who has invented practically
all that you see before you. We
have conquered the polar
regions and placed a man o n
the moon. We have tamed the
wilderness lands and brought
civilization wherever we have
trodden.
Just because we destroyed the
effeminate and less intelligent mud
races that stood in our way does not
make us criminals and brutes. We
did what Nature has programmed
us to do. We have survived and we
have prevailed. Whether or not it
was fair to the inferior mud races
such as the Indians, whose backs
we broke, is a moot point. There
are many things in Nature that appear basically "unfair", such as big
fish eating little fish. How about the
coyote catching and devouring the
poor little bunny rabbits? According
to Nature, anything a creature
must do for his species to survive
is fair. That is the highest law of
Nature.
The White Race needed the
American continent to raise its
families and feed its people. The
native aborigines stood in our way,
and therefore according to the
highest law of Nature, the Indians
had to go. They in turn, certainly
showed their hostility a n d
backwardness by practicing cruel
tortures a n d cannibalism. In
Nature, the strong do not protect
the weak, they eat the weak! If
anybody thinks that humans are
above the laws of Nature, just try
to violate some of the simple ones
such as gravity.
In all of history there has never
been a civilized society that was not
formed by, led by and dominated by
the White male. Alfred Rosenburg
explains it far better than anyone
else when he states that: "We have
seen that behind all religious,

moral and artistic values a racially conditioned people stand a n d
that, through unhindered race mixing, all true values are ultimately
destroyed while the individualities
of the peoples uanish in a racial
chaos to vegetate away as a n uncreatiue mass o r become subservient to a powerful race will, intellectually and materially subordinated. However, within these
world-spanning contrasts of races
and souls of life there is another
polarization ofpeoples: THE MALE
AND THE FEMALE. This fundamental insight has a twofold
result, namely, t h a t certain
peculiarities of male andfemale
although on diflerent planes and
within diflerent typecast
are
nevertheless similar according to
the simple eternal laws of the
physical structural planes of the
world and also, that attempts a t
elimination of the sexually conditioned tensions must necessarily
have a diminishing of creatiue
powers as a consequence. This
means that sexual collectivism,
such as in the case of situations of
miscegenation, will end in the
debasement of the people. It also
states that: "The value of women
rests upon the EQUALLY important mission of blood preservation
and racial propagation.'' [Quoted
from Alfred Rosenburg's THE
MYTH O F THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY, Pages 300-301 and
309-310 "the State and the Sexes"]
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One of Nature's
basic laws is segregation of not only each
species, but also each
s ub-species.
The wily Jew knows that this
is true and that the White male is
the most dangerous creature standing in his way of world conquest.
He knows that he can never destroy
us in combat or through superior
technology, s o he must resort t o
more subtle ways. He knows that
we have one great weakness and
that weakness is gullibility.
In fact, we are s o gullible that
we allow our women to be fondled,
insulted and harassed by every nigger or spic that wants to publicly
shame us. Why do we allow this?
Christianity tells us that all men are
brothers. It pleases God if we
miscegenate with our less fortunate
and mentally endowed "brothers".
The Jews scream "Racism" when
we protest the debauchery of our
women. And today it is very unpopular to be suspected or even
known as a racist. That is a most
dirty word.

We allow those men-hating
Jew lesbian ERAINOW beasts to
brainwash our women and girls into
believing that they are equal in all
ways to the males. Even in the
military the physical fitness standards have been lowered s o that
females can enlist. We have allowed the American male image of a
manly Errol Flynn, John Wayne or
Clark Gable prototype t o
degenerate into the wimpy, f a q w
Alan Alda type. He is, we are told
daily by the Jews, the kind of man
today's woman prefers. How about
Michael Jackson? This effeminate
mongrel is a sweet example t o our
young to look up to and emulate.
Feminism has become the
order of the present day! Feminism
advocates t h a t women should
become established in their own
careers, letting their biological time
clock tick away, rather than do
what Nature always intended for
them to do, reproduce their own
kind. 'Niggers is having babies like
crazy!" shouts nigger commedian
Richard Pryor. "You don't see as
many White folks these days," h e
tells his audiences of stupid human
cattle. That nigger is laughing right
in our faces, and his audiences are
too stupid to know how greatly they
have been insulted.
The Jew has been striving for
the wimping of the White male for
thousands of years and has been
largely successful. One of his more
fiendish methods has been the
practice of circumcision. The effeminate, anti-Nature Jews
have emasculated themselves
through a very cruel, primitive
and painful practice called circumcision. The ignorant Christians who worship Jews and
want to become more like
them, try to emulate the Jews
by following their barbaric
tribal laws and practices, circumcision among them. Let us
examine this sick practice a little
further: Picture if you will, a baby
still in it's mother's womb, a nice,
comfortable, warm, dark place
where it comfortably has all it's
needs taken care of. Then, one day
comes violence, violent contractions of it's home. It's host, the
mother, becomes distressed and
experiences pain, which the baby
can also sense. It is violently expelled from its comfortable home.
Forced into a strange, new world of
loud noises, bright, painful lights
and even stranger beings, who, in
a lot of cases have to pull the baby
violently from its mother with
forceps. (Due t o todays diet and
lifestyle the mother doesn't have
the strength and endurance to give
birth on her own.) Next, comes the
terror and insecurity of separation
from that friendly warm body for a
(Continued o n Page 9)
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CIRCUMCISION

The Hoax of Jewish Medicine

(Continued from Page 8)

period of 24 hours or more as is the
practice of most conventional Jew
by Rev. Richard F. Becker
run hospitals. The baby is born into violence, separation from its procripples simply by administering
Since ancient times, the Jews
tector
and benefactor, alone and
to
them
the
required
dosages
of
have concocted all sorts of poisons
frightened.
Then comes t h e
poisons, never enough to kill, but
to use in their continuous battle t o
unkindest
cut
of all! A man with a
enough to produce the desired efdestroy the White Race. Not only
knife cuts the male baby (this
fects. They are still doing the same
have they poisoned the minds of
treatise
deals only with male cirthing
today,
except
that
the
variethe White Race but our bodies as
cumcision,
since the horrible craze
ty and composition of the drugs
well. Early on in history, the Jews
of
mutilating
girls, is not in fashion
available to the Jew-controlled
realized the importance of gaining
in the United States, yet!) in the
"medical profession" is infinitely
control of the medical profession.
most sensitive area of his frail litmore
sophisticated
and
dangerous.
A major cause of the collapse of
tle
body, such pain cannot be imIn
the
later
middle
ages
and
the
the Roman Empire in addition to
agined!
Think how painful such a
renaissance, kings, princes and the
Christianity and mongrelization of
operation
would be for an adult and
clergy paid handsomely for Jewish
the Race was lead poisoning. By
then equate it with a tender new"medicines" and drugs. In turn, the
concocting various potions and
born's
first impression of life. The
Jews
lined
their
pockets
with
fan"medicines" containing lead,
first
few
hours of his life have been
tastic sums of money in the form of
arsenic and other lethal toxins in
a
nightmare,
hardly a pleasant exgold, which laid the foundation for
small quantities the Jewish "docperience for a tender baby making
the great Jewish banking families
tors" of those times such as
its debut into the world.
which
began
to
emerge
in
the
17th
Seneca, the perfidious Iberian Jew,
In non-Jewish circumcision,
century.
were able to gain political control
usually
only a part of the prepuce
The international Jewish banking
of the Roman government itself. In
is
removed,
but that is no excuse for
families subsidized the growth of
fact, Seneca's drugs were probably
this cruel, senseless operation.
the
medical
"profession"
responsible for Nero's strange
When performed by a physician,
worldwide. In the early part of the
behavior, homosexuality and
the
baby is tied down fast to a cirnineteenth century, America was
insanity.
cumcision
board, with his genitals
viewed by t h e Jews a s a n
In the middle ages (or dark ages)
exposed. Next, the entire foreskin
undeveloped, remote area, an unwhich followed the collapse of
is
pulled through a clamp which
tamed wilderness. It was not until
Rome, the Kike "doctors" had a
a screw that tightens the
has
the Civil War that the Jews
field day. The western world was
clamp,
crushing the prepuce off.
recognized the tremendous potenruled by superstition, gullibility and
The infant screams and struggles,
tial profits to be acquired in this
ignorance for more than a thouand usually vomits a d excretes
natiom
developing
sand years. The illiterate peasants
before
fainting from the horrible
Every year since about 1860, the
of Europe lived in awe of the
torture.
Seldom is an anesthetic usJews have migrated here by the
educated Jew who could read, write
ed.
Many
a medical student, when
boatload to seek their "fortune". At
and perform "alchemy", a hoax
he witnesses the circumcision of a
first they drifted into the war torn
which the Jews claimed could cure
newborn boy for the first time,
South as carpetbaggers, promising
anything. No wonder the Jews sucpasses
out so cruel and revolting
a new life and political power to
cessfully called themselves "God's
is
the
operation. On the other
their nigger Mends.
Chosen." They controlled the
About fifteen years later, in the . hand, for the hardened sexual
"science of medicine."
perverted doctor, it provides an
1880's,
the White Race, largely
Not only was the "science of
outlet for his sadism.
through the efforts of the Ku Klux
medicine" an effective method of
Yet, just what are the long
Klan, struggled successfully to
controlling the illiterate society of
term effects of circumcision? Could
regain control of our Homeland.
medieval Europe, but it was very
the Jews have discovered that like
fled
north
to
Jew
Most
of
the
Kikes
profitable t o t h e Jews who
beating
a dog brings on docile and
York, Philadelphia and Chicago,
perpetuated the gigantic hoax.
cowardly
reactions, circumcision
where among other occupations,
They sold phoney "cures" for pain,
brings on less than manly attributes
such as newspaper publishing, law
rheumatism, arthritis, cancer,
in the males who are circumcised
and retail merchandising, they
plague, indigestion and all the
and saps their will to be men? That,
entered the expanding medical prodread diseases that ravagaed
almost
like castration,drcumcision
fession, popularizing the degrading
Europe. For their poisonous conproduces
effeminate
practice of circumcision and secretcoctions, most of which contained
characteristics, and perhaps even
ly practicing abortion and Jewish
varying quantities of lead, the Jews
homosexuality?
ritual
murder.
were paid in gold coin. Pretty soon
It is interesting to note that a t
Toward the end of the nineteenth
the legend developed that the Jews
a
naval
hospital 100 per cent of the
century, the medical practice of
could transform lead into gold, and
patients listed as "overt homosexoperating on patients became
in a roundabout way, this is literally
uals"
were circumcised in infancy.
popular.
Fanatical
Jewish
"doctors"
what the Jews did.
This
is
just another proof of how
cut people open and removed their
Lead poisoning damages the
circumcision
is the cause of much
organs for whatever cause, largely
brain before it damages any other
neurosis; that many children
for experimentation. The barbaric
part of the body. A very small quanbecome
crippled both physically
Jewish
ritual
of
circumcision
was
tity of lead, ingested with other
and
mentally,
for their entire lives,
the foundation for this practice of
substances can soon produce the
because
of
this
mutilation.
cutting open the human body and
desired brain damage. Eventually,
Sigmund Freud taught that
mutilating it, supposedly in the
lead destroys the liver, heart,
circumcision, gave the Jews a
name of curing disease. In the overkidneys and all other vital organs.
castration complex. (Being a Jew
whelming majority of cases the inThe Jews had t h e power t o
himself he should know.) Some
transform the whole of the White
(Continued on Page 11)
psychiatrists
believe that this
society into a race of morons and
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operation caused many to hate the
Jews. (That, and a thousand other
crimes against mankind) George
Lincoln Rockwell, in an interview,
said: "That's what the Jews did to
America. Their mfsaion is to d r cumcfse every single Chrfatian in
the country."
Joseph Lewis continues in addition: "I do not think man wos
born with a prepuce only to have f
cut of a t birth. The prepuce not only protects the glans penis from injury, but it also performa an importantfunctfon during the mechanics
of coitus. In addition to the important function of protection, the
anatomy of the prepuce when
retracted adds extra bulk to the
penis, which massages the corrugated walls of the vagina during
coitus, thereby stimulating thefiw
of the coital juices and producing
pleasurable sexual sensation in the
female as well as the male, thus
better preparing both for the
orgasmic climax in unison. "
There you have it. Not only
does circumcision cheat the man of
his natural right to enjoy sex but
leads to frustration in females, also.
Of course, if you are a bible believing, Jew-loving Christian you will
also believe that sex is ugly, sinful
and only to be atilized for the purpose of conceiving offspring and
those are created in sin, anyway.
Nietzsche said it all when he stated
that Christianity makes everything
in nature base and ugly.
In conclumion, let me mum
it up with the following:
1. Circumcision is a ghastly,
barbaric practice that is Jewish in
nature and a hold-over from the
dregs of t h d r muage past.
2. It has been surreptfffously
sold to the White Race in only recent times through Jewbh propaganda and the prolfferation of
Jewfsh doctors.
3. It fa unworthy ofthe adwnced White Race to accept such a
barbaric practice, just as it fs to accept nigger music, nigger and/or
Jewish practices, mores, and
religions.
4. It Is a serfous blow to the
White male, fnflfcted on him a t a
time when a mewling infant, and
unable of defending himself or making a decision.
5. It is i r r e d b l e . Once done,
there fa no recourse by the victfm.
6. It robs both the male and
the female of the natural right of
fully enloying sex as Nature has
programmed us.
7. It fa theflmt lethal blow inflicted on the White male in
feminfzing him, making him a
wimp, and pushing our society into the idea of unisex.
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A Friendly Word from Your Editor

I

/1
THE THREE BASIC
BOOKS OF CREATIVITY (
I
NATURE'S ETERNAL
THE WHITE
1
RELIGION
508 Pages, 49 Chapters

MAN'S BIBLE
451 Pages, 73 Chapters
by Ben Klassen, P. M.
Published in 1981

by Ben Klassen, P. M.
Published in 1973
This book for the first time in
history sets forth the fundamentals
of a basic RACIAL RELIGION for
the Survival, Expansion and Advancement of the White Race. It is
based on the External Laws of
Nature, the Experience of History,
Logic and Common Sense.
It exposes the whole panorama
of the dastardly worldwide Jewish
conspiracy, aimed a t the genocide
and extermination of the White
Race. It lists the five Jewish books
that have had devastating influence
on the thinking and course of the
White Man's history.
Best of all, it not only sounds
the alarm, but blueprints a specific
plan and program of how to extricate the White Race from its present predicament. It presents a
EUGENICS program for the future
of the White Race to uplift it to the
glorious heights of the Superman
and beyond.
Single copy.. .................$8.00
Carton of 8..................$25.00
Carton of 32.................$65.00

This book expands and extends
t h e Creed a n d Program of
CREATIVITY and includes the
following:
'Goals for the World of the
Future from the White Man's Point
of view.
'Nine chapters of Salubrious
Living how to regain superhealth
and keep it.
'Restoring the White Man's
in
control over his own destiny
religion, government, education
and culture.
'How to stop the racial pollution of America and in fact, reverse
the process.
'This book establishes a
Powerful Religious Creed and Program for the Survival, Expansion
and Advancement of the White
Race.
'It proclaims our FOUR
DIMENSIONAL PROGRAM.
'It sums up the Total Program, the Final Solution and the
Ultimate Creed based on the Eternal Laws of Nature.
Single copy .....................$8.00
Carton of 8....................$25.00
Carton of 50..................$120.00

-
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SALUBRIOUS
LMNG
244 Pages, 22 Chapters

Video Tape
NOW Available

Written by Arnold DeVries
with introduction and the last
chapter concerning, "Eugenics and
Survival of the White Race,"
by Ben Klassen, P. M.
Published in 1982
The phrase and the idea,
"Salubrious Livingw,was introduced in The White Man's Bible. This
third "Bible" of our Trilogy rounds
off the basic creed of "A Sound
Mind, in a Sound Body, in a Sound
Society, in a Sound Environment."
That is the heart of CREATIVITY.
Single copy.. ..................$5.00
Carton of 12................... $25.00
Carton of 48 ...................$90.00
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RACIAL LOYALTY

I
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Published by the Church Of
The Creator a t it's World Center.
Editor - Ben Klassen, P. M.
P. 0.Box 400
Otto, North Carolina 28763

I
I
I

We now have a 30 minute
video tape available that tells the
story of the Church of the Creator
and the Creativity movement.
Whereas not all-inclusive, it does
highlight our three basic books, our
logo, and shows pictures of our
World Center Building and the
School for Gifted Boys (under construction a t this time).
The tape was made in Fullerton in cooperation with Tom Metzger and David Wiley and is a part
of the series "Race and Reason"
that Tom Metzger has been putting
together.
The tape is VHS, 1/2 inch, the
program itself 25 minutes, designed (with credits, etc.,) for a half
hour T. V. program.
Tape is available from our
Headquarters for a $20 donation to
the church.
Did you know that every city
and town that has a T. V. cable ser-

In publishing this paper we have a multitude of purposes in mind,
but there are two that predominate:
1. To inform and encourage our existing members and supporters '
to build the White Racial movement known as CREATIVITY, and,
2. To act as an dectiveflyer for mass distribution to our WhiteRacial :
Comrades who have never heard of us before.
Of these two, we are placing major emphasis on the second objective.
I This paper is designed basicallyfor the purpose of alerting and recruiting
1 new members to our Cause. Whereas, not every White Racial Comrade
may at present be receptive to our Cause, nevertheless there are millions i;
1 out there who are receptive, who are fervently lookingfor a solution for i'
1 which we have the answer - the real answer. There are millions out
I there who have never heard of CREATIVITY or of The WHITE MAN'S I
1 BIBLE or any of our other publications. It is our beholden duty to reach
those millions and the best way to do so is to distribute copies ofRACIAL
LOYALTY. It is one of the most constructive actions you can take.
I
Order 100 copies of either this issue, or any combination of issues. ,
(
I Distribute them to yourjriends, your relatives or anyone who is inclined I
1 to be receptive. Distribute them to places such as, laundromats, airports, 1
colleges, shopping centers etc. You'll be doing yourserf and your White I
1
Racial Comrades the biggest favor of a lifetime.
C
Do it now! Order 100 copies for $15.00 or 50 copies for only $8.50.
Remember, the future of the White Race now hangs by a thread. ,
Ifyou do not take action, who will? A mere 10 million WhiteMan's Bibles 1
in the hands of our White Racial Comrades would see us well on the II
road to victory, which is an extremely small price to pay in comparison
to the billions of dollars the Jews loot from us each year. We have to f
I get thesefirst 10 million Bibles out, and the paper which you now hold
( in your hand is the most eflectiue vehicle with which to do the job. W e
can do it. Your sacrifice and dedication are the key* to victory.
Become a mini-distribution center for our material, including
RACIAL LOYALTY.

.
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MATERIALS AVAILABLE
FROM OUR WORLD CENTER
COMBINATION PACKAGE RACIAL LOYALTY
The White Man's Bible
50 copies. .$8.50
Nature's Eternal Religion
$15.00
100 copies
Salubrious Living
All 3 for.. $13.00 OUR DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
FROM
CREATIVITY BUTTONS
dEWISH TYRANNY
3 colors, 11/2*' Dia.,
81/2" x 11". on parchment type
4 for $1.00 paper, suitable for framing.
10 copies.
$8.00
THE FEDERAL RESERVE
100 copies
$10.00
The
most
Gigantic
Counterfeiting Ring In The
Video Tape "RACE AND
World
REASON" with Ben KIassen
of the l6 page
reDresentina me Church of

...

.....

...

........
.......

-
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thb Creator as guest.
lo c0pies---*-S2=50 Half hour, VHS, H inch. Can be
25 co~ies.----$5*00run on local cable network in
your area.
SURVIVAL OF THE WHITE
Per tape. ......A20
RACE
A 40 minute L. P. record, nar- Order cull Materials from:
CHURCH OF THE
rated by Ben Klassen, P. M.
CREATOR
1 record
$5.00
P. 0. Box 400
rec0rds**.-S15.00 Otto. North Carolina, 28763
cents

.....

vice is obligated by law to provide
for a channel or two on which local
citizens can air their own pet programs and views no matter how
controversial? (Pornagraphy, C O ~
mercialism and a few other no-nos

-

excepted)
Order our tape, check out your
local cable network and run our
program. We intend to make a
whole series of such tapes.
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and water. Worst of all, White
Americans tend t o poison
themselves with sugar, the most indivi&_a o p p t e d ~ u p c wwai, p ~ s h - sidious poison known to man. To
ed &.I%? egcbs&&deat)f;'&
died
add insult to injury, many people
on the operating table itself a s an
smoke tobacco, drink excessive
"experimental" victim.
quantities of alcohol and ingest
The Jews recognized the power
poisonous drugs, both medical and
that could be gained from controllhallucinogenic. The effects of all
ing an organized medical profession
these unnatural abuses i s
which was now being taken over by
cumulative, leading to cancer,
more and more competent White
heart attack, stroke, and brain
doctors. By forming the American
damage, which is just what the
Medical Association, the Jzws conJews hope for. Meanwhile the Jew
trolled the entire medical profesis making a fortune by selling all
sion, forcing White doctors to practhese harmful substances.
tice only Jewish medicine, and exThe next obvious step is for the
tracting sums of money from them
Jews to set up a sickness industry
in the form of dues. The medical
to "treat" all the ailments caused by
profession became increasingly
wrongful living. In other words,
lucrative for the Jews. Most young
control the destruction of the White
Jewish boys in both Europe and
Race from birth t o the grave while
America aspired to train for the
extracting all the money from the
medical profession or the legal
White Race that is possible. Take
profession.
the goyim (cattle) and bleed them
The growth of t h e Jewish
for every cent the Jew can get. Conmedical profession in the latter half
trol the government, finances, and
of the nineteenth century gave the
the whole biological life cycle of the
international Jewish bankers the
goyim a s well. That is the Jewish
opportunity to set themselves up as
plan of dominating and exploiting
philanthropists. The Rothchilds,
the White Race. Make the White
the Warburgs, the Bilderburgers
goyim suffer in poverty while
and the Rockefellers all subsidized
Jewish "doctors" rake in cash in exthe expanding medical profession
cess of $200,000 a year. What a
in general, proliferating this
fantastic racket the Jews have
tremendous Jewish hoax to all cormade of the medical "profession".
ners of the world while setting
The most lucrative of all inthemselves up in the eyes of the
dustries- in history goes hand in
public as "benefactors of
hand with the medical hoax the
humanity."
drug industry. The marketing of
Today the Jew medical profespoisonous
drugs
brings
sion in the latter half of the nineastronomical profits to the Jews.
teenth century gave the internaThousands of harmful drugs with
tional Jewish bankers the oportunistrange names are on the drugstore
ty to set themselves up as philancounters today, available to anyone
thropists a n d humanitarian
who wants them and widely adverbenefactors. The Rothchilds, the
tised by the Jew controlled media.
Warburgs, the Bilderburgers and
Some are called miracle drugs. The
the Rockefellers all subsidized the
only miracle they perform is the
building of medical colleges and the
poisoning of the minds and bodies
medical profession in general, proof the White Race. A miracle for
liferating this tremendous Jewish
The cunning Jews, of
whom?
hoax to all corners of the civilized
course! (See Creative Credo No.
world.
11, ''The Medical-Chemical-Drug
In the Twentieth century, it is
Complex, A Powerful International
true that the medical "profession"
Network that has Sabotaged the
has made some progress in setting
People's Health and Poisoned our
broken bones and fighting infection
Planet" in The WHITE MAN'S
and infectious diseases, but this is
BIBLE.)
a s far as the usefulness of the
The most Jewish of t h e
medical profession goes. Other
medical hoaxes of the twentieth
than that, the medical "profession"
century is the hoax of psychiatry.
destroys human life from birth and
It complets the mental breakdown
wen before, not only through aborof the White Race through creating
tion, but through poisonous x-rays,
unfounded feelings of guilt, confuthrough drugs given to pregnant
sion and lost of self-respect. Jewish
women as well. Thalidomide is one
psychiatry strives to make the
notorious example of a Jew created
White Man into a mental idiot, a t
drug which crippled and deformed
the complete mercy of the Kike
millions of White children who are
brain polluters, through encounter
living today.
groups and self flagellation.
Today there is a tremendousWorst of all the Jews have
ly profitable sickness industry in
derived a whole truck load of difAmerica. We get sick because of
ferent "psychiatric" drugs and
our unnatural living habits and en"psychedelic drugs such a s LSD,
vironment. We are poisoned by unthorazine, haldol, and stellazine to
natural substances in our food, air,
destroy the White Race.

h
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Jewish psychology is based on
the philosophies of Sigmund Freud
and Abraham Maslow. Freud had
some sick fixations of his own,
among them homosexuality.
Maslow wrote the anti-White
"Hierarchy of Needs" to promote
the nigger. He said that niggers
were kept down to the lwel of basic
needs by the White Race and
therefore could not advance. This
is an outright Jewish lie because
White people have advanced from
poverty to wealth without help from
any other race. Niggers were given
everything they have by the White
Race and never invented anything
until they came into contact with
the White Race.
How can we, as Creators avoid
falling into the trap of Jewish
medicine? The most important way

The White Race
produces all the
culture and the
Jewish Race all the
corruption.
is to practice the laws of Salubrious

Living. First, we must eat the right
foods, such as fresh vegetables,
fruits, and nuts. We must avoid soft
drinks, candy and salted junk foods
altogether in whatwer form. We
need sufficient exercise and sleep
and a healthful environment to live
in. We can live less stressful lives,
avoid stress caused by the Jews, by
not being gullible enough to fall into
their snares, which are many and
include television, ( such as the daily bad news about the economy,
starving mongrels in third world
countries, the so-called nuclear
arms race and threat of nuclear
destruction, the missing and/or
abused children scare, the soaring
crime rates, and all the Christian
paranoia about saving the soul
from hell. As this is calculated to
depress and cause stress on the
White Race to where some can't
take it anymore and end it all in
suicide) drugs, junk food, alcohol
and tobacco. If instead we will
practice Salubrious Living, we can
stay out of hospitals, and away
from greedy Jewish doctors, who
are out to rob us of our hard earned savings. (Read carefully Creative
Credo No. 12, "Breaking the Bonds
of Medical Tyranny" in The WHITE
MAN'S BIBLE.)
The White Race has awakened from its two thousand years of
gullibility and ignorance about our
health, our minds and our bodies
a t last. In CREATIVITY we have
the answer to all these questions
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(Continued from Page 7)
Portland shootout they went to my
house and threatened my sixtythree year old mother. Such brave
men they are.
I a m not going into hiding,
rather I will press the FBI and let
them know what it is like to become
the hunted. Doing so it is only
logical to assume that my days on
this planet are rapidly drawing to
a close. Even so, I have no fear. For
the reality of life is death, and the
worst the enemy can do to me is
shorten my tour of duty in this
world. I will leave knowing that my
family and Mends love me and support me. I will leave knowing I have
made the ultimate sacrifice to
secure the future of my children.
As always, for blood, soil,
honor, for faith and for race.

ROBERT JAY MATHEWS

Bob, we have not forgotten
you. Your death has not been in
vain. Your name will be enshrined a s a hero In our hearts and
minds. We will avenge your
death.
Delenda est Judaica!

We Creators
uiew with disdain and
contempt that lowest
form of human cretin
- the race traitor,
regarding health and survival of the
White Race. No longer do White
babies have to be born half dead
and poisoned with drugs in Jewish
hospitals. We can live without all
the poisons and bizarre Jew created
medical practices, which the
A.M.A. says are good for us, and
which in fact push us into an early
grave. We can live in strength, in
health and in dignity without
Jewish medicines and cutting, being much better off without them.
As Creators, we want to live a
natural lifestyle, within the concept
of our four dimensional program: A
SOUND MIND IN A SOUND
BODY IN A SOUND S O C I E n IN
A SOUND ENVIRONMENT. With
Jewish medical tyranny a thing of
the past, what a wonderful future
the White Race will have.
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The Establishment is Beginning to
Recognize and Fear our Poten,tial
A few years back while still living in South Florida
I happened to give a copy of NATURE'S ETERNAL
RELIGION to the Headmaster of a prestigeous Boy's
School in Palm Beach County. He was quite impressed with it, and purchasing a few more copies on his
own account, he happened t o give a copy to one of
his fellow teachers.
H e related to me a few weeks later a s to what happened next. H e said that one teacher (a woman)
thumbed through the book for a time and then
became somewhat alarmed. 'This book should b e

banned!" s h e exclaimed. "If it got around, it could
change the world!" He chuckled, and said, "yeah!"
There are more people coming to the same conclusion. Some are alarmed, some are elated.
The establishment i s not elated. It is, however,
beginning t o take note of u s and i s becoming alarmed, not so much at what we are today, but of what the
potential of our movement might have in store for
them a few years down the road. Here i s a sample
reaction from an establishment papet located in far
away Missoula, Montana.

Nazis still linger beneath our flat rocks
Missoulian editorial
Remember Hitler's Germany?
Remember the roaring throngs a t
the Nazi Nuremberg rallies. S o excellently depicted in Herr Goebbel's
film "The Triumph of the Will"?
Remember Benito Mussolini
on his balcony gesticulating and
posturing?
We went to war with those
bozos because they wanted war.
When it was over, we discovered
the full horrors of Hitler's war
against the Jews.
The Nazis, ever the efficient
Germans, kept their own records.
On film they kept the pictures
of naked victims being herded into
the gas chambers. On film they
recorded the boxes of gold teeth,
extracted from dead skulls, retrieved for the wealth of the Third
Reich.
On film the victorious Allies
recorded the liberation of camps
the gaunt victims, the piles of ashes
and bones by the crematoriums,
the wet, cold, barbarous conditions
of the concentration camps.
Tens of t h o u s a n d s of
witnesses, from SS guards to inmates, survived the death camps
and told of their horrors. As a result
of their myriad crimes we took
some of the Nazi big shots back to
Nuremberg, tried, and hanged
them. They richly deserved their
fate. S o did the other thugs we
hanged.
Lest anyone grow complacent
that the Nazi canker is fully
stamped out, from time to time a
reminder comes that demonstrates
that it lives - a s a lunatic fringe but lives nevertheless.
There are various people who
deny the Holocaust ever occurred.
Since documentation to the cont r a y is so overwhelming, that's
much like contending that the

-

Earth is flat and the moon is composed of green cheese.
More serious a r e various
publications that float past. Issue
19 of the tabloid "Racial Loyalty,"
for example, is circulated round and
about, including Missoula.
Democracy, an author writes
in the tabloid, is dominated by the
Jews. The Jews have gulled the
White R a c e down p a t h s of
treachery leading t o its own
destruction. What the White Race
must do is turn to Creativity, meaning full White supremacy. "In
Creativity we have the Total Program, the Final Solution, the
Ultimate Creed." the tabloid says.
"Final Solution" was the Nazi
euphemism for extermination of the
Jews.
Jews are the worst, in Racial
Loyalty's eyes, because they can
pass for White, and thus subvert
the Whites' best interests. Blacks
aren't as bad
they're just dirt.
"The nigger is inherently dumb,
shiftless and lazy and is one of
Nature's most flagrant failures,"
says the generous writer.
A companion publication
both apparently come from a
church in Otto, N. C. claims the
Jews control the Federal Reserve
System which in turn controls the
nation's wealth. That means the
Federal Reserve controls the nation
itself. Hence the Jews control the
nation. In short, we are dominated
by Jews who, of course, are engaged in a united and knowing conspiracy against non-Jewish Whites.
Intellectually speaking, that's
much like saying that lawyers
agree, or Democrats agree, or
newspaper people agree, or, in
truth, that anyone agrees enough
to pull off a massive, knowing conspiracy. Jews are as contentious as
any other body of individuals, as
Israel so amply demonstrates. If

-
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wer there was a Jewish conspiracy, '
someone more responsible and
reasonable than the dingbats in Otto, N. C., would discover it and
sound the clarion.
There is no Jewish conspiracy,
anymore than there is a conspiracy
by t h e nation's professors of
engineering. But some people apparently must beliwe in something,
s o they believe in that. Some of
them live in western Montana. It's
a sorry waste of energy.
The new Nazism is more obnoxious than anything else. Yet it
deserves a t least passing notice
when somebody writes, "So wake
up, White Man! We must sound the
alarm and organize ourselves. In-

formed, aroused and organized the
White Race is ten times as powerful as all the Jews, niggers and mud
races combined."
There are racial bigots still
around. They a r e blind to the
lessons of World War I1 and the civil
rights crusade.
Their message is hate, their
language is raw, their creed is
violence. They raise racial bias t o
the loftiest pinnacle. Nothing else
matters. They believe Hitler was
right. America h a s left them
behind, mired in their own selfgenerated filth.
How sad. How pathetic, if it
were not potentially dangerous.
S a m Reynolds

-
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Nasty as this Miserable Missoulian article may seem, we are
delighted with it. We recall Adolf Hitler's observation - any
publicity i s good publicity a s long a s they spell your name
right. Also we must remember that the Jews don't print an article
such as this without a purpose, and that purpose is to arouse hatred
and contempt against their enemies that theyfear. That they should
take note of us half way across the continent, because some of our
papers were distributed is significant. It means that they recognize
us as a dangerous potential and would like to destroy us before
we can grow to our full potential.
The Jews recognize that potential, even though many a White
Racial Comrade does not. Therefore, take note and spread the
word.
This and many similar attacks that are being launched against
us in many parts of the county, (even in foreign countries) also
spotlights another encouraging facet. It shows what afew dedicated
supporters can do to multiply our publicity and eflectiueness. .
You too can attract the attention of not only the Jewish establishment (and arouse their ire!) but thereby also attract the attention
of thousands of White Racial Comrades that we might not reach
otherwise. Why not place an order for 100 RACIAL LOYALN each month and spread the word? Do it today! @

I f you haue not already done so, please renew your subscription to RACIAL LOYALTY. Our computers are set up to the
February renewal datesfor both membership and subscriptions. We need your support and loyalty.
@

